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All information contained in this document (The Information), is disclosed subject to the reader adhering to the following Confidentiality, Non-Disclosure and 
Restraint Agreement (The Agreement):

•	 The Information describes the approach and methodology of e-SEK (Pty) Ltd  (towards designing solutions for their customers and shall remain e-SEK 
Intellectual Property. The furnishing of any Information shall not constitute the granting of any right or license to copy, disclose to any third party, or use in 
any way such Information.

•	 The Information shall be treated as Confidential and shall not be exploited, used, disclosed or divulged to any other party, person, firm, corporation, 
association or any other entity for any reason or purpose without prior written consent of e-SEK.

•	 This document in electronic form and all related published and printed material are protected under Copyright ©2012 by e-SEK  and belong to e-SEK. It may 
not be copied or reproduced in any way without prior written authorisation by e-SEK.

•	 This Agreement shall be effective for a five year period from the date on the cover of this document

By proceeding beyond this point the reader by implication accepts the above
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1 b a C k g r o u n d 
i n f o r m a T i o n  o n  e - s e k 

Rethinking our value propositions has resulted in 
the development of innovative solutions that will 
enable greater integration for specific industries 
/ sectors, but also across industries / national.  
Some key shifts in our thinking were stimulated 
by the numerous challenges critical sectors face 
nationally and internationally:

The evolution of the company also provided 
for greater scope in service delivery.  Service 
delivery through partnerships has enabled e-SEK 
to develop a range of products that address the 
needs of the business community. These services 
are described in the ensuing sections.
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1.1 e-SEK 
Denice Manganye, the  founder and Managing 
Partner of e-SEK (Pty) Ltd, an established 
Strategy, Competitive Intelligence and Project 
Management Consulting Company. Denice is a 
member of the Institute of Directors in Southern 
Africa and Project Management Institute of 
South Africa.

He is an acclaimed specialist in the field 
of business  transformation, restructuring, 
organisational turnaround, enterprise project 
management, ICT strategy and competitive 
intelligence. Mr Manganye’s leadership, 
results-driven & qualitative approach, as well 
as his entrepreneurial skills, have seen him 
build core competencies around the provision 
of critical analysis and business insights on 
organisational development strategies, which 
have enabled enterprise transformation through 
the implementation of integrated management 
solutions.

Denice’s other activities include being a member 
of the Council of the University of Johannesburg 
and is a member of the Planning and Resource 
Committee, the Institutional Forum, and the 
Naming Committee. He has been a member 
of Transnet Rebranding Steering Committee 
including the Cipro Transformation Committee, 
and South African Maritime Transformation 
Committee.
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1.2 Organisational Structure

Company Transition

Managing Partner
Business Development & Planning, Contract Management, Governance & Compliance

Service Delivery Manager
Project Delivery, Quality 
Assurance, Integration

Business Support Manager
Business Development, Planning, 

Monitoring & Evaluation

Business Development 
Specialist

Industry Specific Business 
Development 

Commercial Manager
JV’s, PPP’s, SDV’s, USB’s, etc.

Corporate Administrative Support

Resource Pool
Sub Contractors, Project Execution, Customer Interface
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Establishment Growth & 
Development

Rethink, Innovate, 
Integrate



1.5 Strategic Business Partners
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1.3 Organisation 
and Management
The management team comprise of permanent 
/ permanently contracted professionals with 
appropriate qualifications, solid experience 
and complementary skills.  The team has 
worked together on different projects and have 
demonstrated their ability to work in cross-
functional team areas, but also with specific 
accountabilities in individual areas of expertise.

1.4 Infrastructure
e-SEK leases permanent office space in 
Fourways in Sandton with facilities to execute 
services in line with its product offerings.  
This facility also presents the central point of 
consolidation, consultation and administrative 
activities of the company.  At the same time, our 
focus on relationship management and “living” 
close to our clients calls for representation at 
the client’s premises.  To this extent, the bulk 
of activities take place at the premises of our 
clients.  



2 e - s e k
p h i l o s o p h y

Our experience in the past with the activities described above, has 
led to the development of a unique set of product offerings that 
encompass all the above elements, and even more value-adding 
additions to our initial services range.

Our rationale for the development of the services stems from our 
experiences in the past, our research indicating significant gaps in 
the provision of these services, as well as recognising the needs in 
the market for these services.

These product offerings are supported broad industry and subject-
specific knowledge, flexibility to business needs and continuous 
improvement that caters for future developments and the dynamic 
economic environment.

Prospering in today’s fast-pasted business environment is more 
challenging than ever.  Increased competition and increasingly 

demanding customer expectations require a strong service based 
and customer driven approach.  Refining past practices to realise 
greater efficiencies no longer ensures organisational success and 
drastic change is required to meet today’s need for quality and 
service.

Most companies have strategies to address these challenges, 
but recent studies indicate that between 70% and 90% of 
organisations that have formulated strategies fail to execute them.  
A Fortune Magazine study shows that 7 out of 10 CEOs who fail, 
do so not because of bad strategy, but bad execution. In another 
study of Time 1000 companies, 80% of directors said they had 
the right strategies but only 14% thought they were implementing 
them well only 1 in 3 companies, in their own assessment, were 
achieving significant strategic success. Clear, effective strategy 
realisation is critical for achieving strategic success.

e-SEK recognised the need to demonstrate and facilitate the 
understanding of the customer’s environment by providing a 
view based on different organisational aspects and often differing 
customer and stakeholder demands.  The e-SEK Business Solutions 
model allows us to adopt a structured and logical approach that 
will ensure that we understand the clients’ environment and 
related challenges, we facilitate and deliver and implement the 
appropriate solutions.  Our approach to planning is to understand 
the requirements of the organisation and to define an approach 
most suitable for the transformation model of the organisation.

Our objective is to forge a strong relationship between client 
needs and organisational planning and to build on and 
improve organisational practice.  We believe that organisational 
development should be a planned, systematic and participatory 
process of change that is intended to increase organisational 
effectives and to develop a continuing capacity for learning to 
not only help address current problems, but also increase the 
organisation’s ability to deal with future challenges.

Our customised Competitive Intelligence and Knowledge 
Management Solutions, technologies and services enable 
customers to improve organisational performance and meet 
business requirements.
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We believe that the re-thinking and review of an 
organisation’s fundamental business is becoming 
increasingly critical to ongoing value creation and 
profitability and sustainability.  It is thus essential 
to have a sound and organised framework to 
guide thinking through the process of formulating 
a ‘fresh’ business design that incorporates all 
the critical elements that drive and enhance 
organisational growth and sustainability.  To 
this extent, core processes: assessment of the 
external environment, assessment of the internal 
environment, review of the organisational mandate, 
review of the strategic direction, selection and 
adoption of a base strategy, design of a new 
business model, implementation of a new policies 
and strategies, project portfolio management and 
business enterprise architecture services facilitate 
the development of a framework that guides 
change and transformation in organisations.
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Implementation

Develop 
Implementation 
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3 s e r v i C e  d e l i v e r y
s T r a T e g y

Our project management approach adheres to the project management 
institute PMBOK.  In addition it incorporates the best of the Association 
of Programme Managers (APM) UK key 40 competencies to project 
management.  The tools, techniques and methodologies used also 
incorporate the best practices mentioned above.  

Project Support Office Tools will help standardise, control and monitor 
the project  work effort.  The Project Support Office Model below puts 
into perspective the working relationships between the different layers 
within an overall project management framework.  

The Project Office layer provides management with an independent 
view of project status and ensures that consistent project management; 
quality; documentation and change standards are applied project 
wide.  This provides an environment conducive to the production of 
high quality deliverables within the required timescale and budget.  The 
Project Office’s areas of responsibility will vary according to the needs 
of the project, but will typically include:

•	 Project Definition;
•	 Project Planning and Monitoring;
•	 Risk Management;
•	 Quality Management;
•	 Change Control;
•	 Issue Management;
•	 Dependency Management;
•	 Project Library;
•	 Project Administration;
•	 Document Management;
•	 Contract and Third Party Administration; and
•	 Project Reporting.

The project management standards will enable the Project Manager 
and project team members to ensure that the project is managed in 
the most controlled and transparent manner. These standards are 
defined by Project Management in conjunction with the client.
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4 w h y
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Running a business in the dynamic and changing global 
environment is a collaborative effort. The global and national 
competitive environment brings new demands for vigilance. 
Even the best of leaders, with high IQs, can lose their way 
when the ground shifts beneath them. It is never been a sign 
of weakness to call for external support when it is needed. Like 
pilots, leaders need a control tower that can help extend their 
view of the business air space.

The business landscape is littered with wreckage from missed 
profit targets, lost market share, run away costs, failed projects 
and products that lost their markets. In some cases entire 
companies have gone down. The “black box” review of the 
fallen enterprises often reveal misplaced pride in not calling 
for help when help was needed, and sometimes betrays lack 
of appreciation for the complexity of the business air space. At 
other times it is just a blind spot, in not focusing on their core 
competencies and not noticing the ground shifting beneath 
them.

e-SEK offers that control tower 
- broad vision - support to keep 
their customers flying. That is 
what these business services 

are about. They provide high-end 
skills for Knowledge Processing 
Outsourcing, the middle to low-
end skills for Business Process 
Outsourcing and the embedded 

knowledge and skill automation via 
industry specific software solutions.

9
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4.1 Knowledge Process Outsourcing
When it comes to milking value out of knowledge assets, to feed your high end duties of strategy formulation and 
positioning your company for competitive advantage, e-SEK is a serious partner to have in your corner. Especially when 
what you really need is a service provider that lives and breathes business knowledge processing, who can establish 
a project office to define the processes and provide the software to automate it, e-SEK is in your line of vision.

When companies need candidates, with depth of knowledge, years of experience and good business judgement, they 
have a choice of finding and keeping the skills in-house - an expensive choice because some are scarce - or they could 
outsource the function to specialist companies in their home country or even abroad, who can do it cheaply.  Business 
Processing Outsourcing (BPO) which has mainly been about the outsourcing of menial work, like the answering of 
telephones and data capturing, and at the mid-level, technical skills like IT, now finds itself with a new sibling. It is the 
outsourcing of high end expertise, called Knowledge Processing Outsourcing (KPO). It is possible and cost effective to 
outsource the high end of human capital due to abundance of high end skills in certain regions where costs are lower, 
for the same quality output, making it attractive to outsource rather than keep the function in-house.



4.2 Competitive Intelligence
e-SEK offers its customers, the opportunity to outsource knowledge processing activities to a specialist organisation. 
e-SEK offers competitive intelligence knowledge gathering and analysis to assist the positioning of the company to win 
in the contested market place. In the business fast lane, knowledge is only a competitive advantage when it is available 
when needed, attained at  affordable cost, without tying the companies to employment contracts in areas that are not 
their core business. Competitive intelligence is one of e-SEK’s knowledge processing offering.

Consulting Services
•	 Organisational Early Warning System
•	 Organisation Health Check
•	 Industry Analysis (BRICS, US & Europe)
•	 Market Entry Analysis (BRICS, US & Europe)
•	 Acquisition Screening (BRICS, US & Europe)
•	 Supplier Profiling
•	 Customer Profiling
•	 Competitor Profiling 
•	 Trade Show Intelligence Gathering (BRICS, US & 

Europe)

Education & Training
•	 Counter Intelligence Awareness Briefing
•	 Orientation of the Competitive Intelligence Course 
•	 CI Analysis  Course
•	 Trade Show Intelligence Course

Consultants
•	 Competitive Intelligence Analyst
•	 Market Research Analyst 
•	 Business Intelligence Analyst
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4.3 Strategy Creation
e-SEK offers its customers specialist knowledge and experience in strategy formulation, derived from tried and tested 
leading strategy development approaches internationally, to help its customers develop theirs, bearing in mind the 
competitive environment. Once done, e-SEK offers the best of breed software to monitor and manage the company-
wide implementation of strategy, providing the CEO with a dashboard that gives a near-real-time view of how the 
organization is performing in relation to its strategic goals.

Consulting Services
•	 Business Transformation
•	 Turnaround Management 
•	 Business Rescue Management
•	 Change Management
•	 Technology & Innovation
•	 Performance Management
•	 Strategy Mapping
•	 Integrated Reporting
•	 King III Governance & Systems

Education & Training
•	 Strategic Planning
•	 Balanced Scorecard Implementation
•	 King III & Integrated Reporting

Consultants
•	 Strategy Consultant
•	 Turnaround Specialist
•	 Business Rescue Consultant
•	 Change Management Consultant
•	 ICT Strategy Consultant
•	 Balanced Scorecard Consultant
•	 King III & Governance Expert
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4.4 Strategy Execution
For the functions that are performed in-house, effective project management is a critical success factor. Strategy 
implementation is a cross functional activity with direct reporting lines and dotted reporting lines for the individuals 
involved. It is challenging enough to run a business unit successfully, which is why companies put their best leaders 
at their helm. Trying to achieve something, working with a cross section team from various business units, requires 
special skills. That is where project management is such an effective discipline.
 
Implementing complex projects is seldom a flawless exercise. The project landscape has its own casualties. Runaway 
projects that blew their budgets, project creeps that sneak past their deadlines, and those that fail to deliver the 
desired results. Strategies that failed to take in the changes in the competitive business environment and due to lack 
of implementation skills.

Consulting Services
•	 High-Tech Project Management Office
•	 Programme Portfolio Management
•	 Project Audit
•	 Project Contract Management
•	 Project Accounting
•	 Project Requirements Management
•	 Financial Accounting
•	 Human Resources
•	 Enterprise Risk Management
•	 Legal & Regulatory
•	 Interim Management

Education & Training
•	 Project Management for Executives

Consultants
•	 Programme Managers
•	 Project Managers
•	 Project Officers
•	 Project Administrators
•	 Business Analysts
•	 System Analysts
•	 Accountants 
•	 HR Practitioners
•	 Internal Auditors
•	 Legal & Regulatory Experts
•	 Interim Managers

13
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4.5 Contract Out - Business Process 
Outsourcing
Faced with the repetitive, high volume, low complexity work of execution, done via low end roles, in operations manned 
by administrative staff, a company has a choice regarding who should do it for them. These are candidates for the 
traditional outsourcing. Customers may choose to outsource none-core business processes to specialists companies 
to benefit from efficiency and cost reduction.  e-SEK is there to assist, as a service provider of choice. 

Strategy needs to be translated into business processes.  Once that is done, among the key decisions companies need 
to make is, what part of their low end and midlevel business processes they want to execute in-house, and what to 
outsource to specialist organisations that can give them speed to market and competitive cost savings. 

In order to be lean and nimble it can be beneficial to outsource functions which are non core, that could be performed 
more efficiently and cost effectively by specialist companies outside of your line organization. The company’s attention, 
time and skill, is freed to be dedicated to the core business that drives their bottom line and not diffused to peripherals 
and support functions that only exist due to the success of the core.

The business roadmap is often a trail of tears for the many lost opportunities, due in part, to holding on to none-core 
functions, in a bid to have greater control on the company. Such companies end up being eaten up by rising costs of 
operations and out-performed by those competitors that outsourced their non-core functions to specialist and nimble 
companies. The resultant increase in speed to market, and cost reduction through economies of scales, makes a 
difference to the bottom line.
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4.6 Innovative Solutions
Using in-house capability, extended through international partners, e-SEK offers organizations, layered software 
solutions that have the depth and breath to support business functions. e-SEK offers a portfolio of business software 
solutions. Through these software solutions, e-SEK sees a future where its customers will be empowered to take all 
the gains from the high-end knowledge Processing sphere down to the day to day business process operations of 
their businesses a lot more smoothly. 

With e-SEK as its service provider, a company can scan the competitive environment and turn the findings into 
knowledge, use it to guide the creation of strategy and company policies, use project office to manage the whole 
process, build business processes to put everything into action through the operations, choose to run with it in-house 
or outsource to specialist companies, and even better still, automate it by embedding the business logic in software 
to reduce margins of error. e-SEK will walk alongside its customers, to help them derive value from that entire value 
chain. 

Imagine a different world with e-SEK solutions. A world where the only limit is your imagination. After repositioning your 
company for competitive advantage, creating strategy and defining its business processes, and implementing them, 
allow e-SEK to help you bring them to life with cherry picked innovative solutions. 

e-SEK has a number of solutions that will take your policies and business processes, and allow employees, partners 
and customers to interact with your company from anywhere at anytime. Under the hood, powering the company 
without limits, is industrial strength cloud computing and robust ubiquitous software. With each of the software 
offerings below, e-SEK can begin with whatever you wish to address first. It could be all the services of e-SEK focused 
on a specific customer’s industry or just one of these offerings. The word “solution” is added to each title below to 
indicate that is it not just software that is on offer, the entire high-end and low-end spectrum of offerings is available. 

•	 Knowledge Processing
•	 Competitive scan and analysis
•	 Strategy and policy formulation
•	 Project management

•	 Business process outsourcing
•	 Automation is the software solution below



Executive Strategy Manager Solution
Imagine a world where you have a dashboard on your strategy showing you in real time how your strategy is being implemented  
throughout the organization. How long do you have to wait for such a game changing development? In a matter of hours e-SEK can 
bring that world to your company’s doorstep. e-SEK has teamed up with the founders of the balance scorecard to bring to you the 
Executive Strategy Management software that makes it easier for companies to get started on the balanced scorecard. Executives’ 
time is precious and scarce, no need to waste it tying to translate the balanced scorecard for the organization. There is an easier way. 
Use the software and feed it with your strategic goals and let each business unit do its part and then monitor it. You do not have to 
wait. You can start today.

Integrated Healthcare Management Solution
Imagine a world where if you are involved in an accident and you are unconscious, the paramedics can access your medical records 
from inside the ambulance on route to the hospital. By the time you reach the hospital the emergency medical staff there already have 
pictures of your injuries, vital statistic readings and medical records, saving preparation time and increasing your chances of survival. 
That world is here today, e-SEK provides integrated healthcare management system that brings to patients, health practitioners, 
pharmaceuticals and health funders, the automation of patient medical history information to enable swift access and collaboration 
among the key stakeholders on a need to know basis while maintaining patient confidentiality. It is a life saving time saver.
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University Management Solution
Imagine a learning environment in which the quality of learning is visible at all institutions not just at the end of the year, but 
throughout the year, serving as an early warning system. What if learning was not limited to the abilities of the teacher? e-SEK has 
such an innovative solution in the form of the university management system, a modular web based system that takes care of all the 
administrative functions from registration to graduation. Being modular it is possible to just install the library management module 
or the fee management module. They can each work as stand alones. However, taken together they provide imbedded intelligence 
that anticipates the requirements for end to end university administration workflow. With e-SEK the future of learning has arrived.

Virtual Desktop for students and SMMEs
Imagine the ability to take your corporate office with you wherever you go. All your approved documents, contracts, corporate 
communication, events and email available to you as if you are back at the office. e-SEK enables all that through ASG-Federation 
Portal™, an enterprise-class portal, that allows each employee to view and access applications and information they require to do 
their work effectively, anywhere and at anytime. With all their work in view they are less likely to overlook or forget to take care of their 
entire work portfolio. The ease of access also contributes to a better working environment, increasing productivity.
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Vehicle Fleet Management Solution
Imagine a world where delivery services can be tracked real time to where they are on the road. You would know exactly where your 
goods are. e-SEK is already in the market with a vehicle fleet management technology that manages vehicles, drivers, and their 
movements, both of which drive  financial and maintenance costs. The technology crunches the numbers to provide a dashboard view 
of how cost effective the fleet could be run.

The tracking technology provides added views of these movable assets, showing where the vehicles go and the speeds they travel at, 
using extra terrestrial technology like the Global Positioning System (GPS) and terrestrial ones in GSM and GPRS. You are empowered 
to know where your deliveries are and you can plan your life accordingly.

Enterprise Port Management Solution
Imagine a port environment where there is no bottle neck to the transportation of goods from land to sea and vise versa. e-SEK makes 
that vision a reality through the Port Management system that has embedded business processes of managing port activity, from 
ship arrival, unloading and reloading to rail or road transport, to loading new cargo for shipping, included with the cargo movements, 
is the information and financial flows. The entire complex business process is automated and is available to ports management. No 
more goods held up at the port due to backlog.
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Airports Management Solution
Imagine a world where air traffic security and billing is seamless from air to landing, to hanger, cargo handling, goods safety and 
tracking, to shopping experience. e-SEK brings to airports the Airports Management System that embeds the business process flows 
that goes into the management of airports. From management of movements of aircraft in the air and on the ground, and movement 
of airport machinery, people and cargo. The solution streamlines processes leading to a great customer experience by all users of 
the airport.

Enterprise Resource Management Solution
Imagine a world where you can recruit and retain employees,  manage suppliers, purchasing and billing, perform customer relationship 
management, access customer intelligence, manage sales pipeline, use logistics and fleet systems, use document management, 
and reduce the overall cost of doing business. e-SEK provides enterprise resource management systems that combine the human 
resource policies of the organization with international best practice and automates it to make it easy to for employees, managers 
and HR practitioners to manage the talent from employment to termination by either retirement, resignation and any other exit means. 

e-SEK also provide financial management systems that handle the usual finance functions and keeping an audit trail. From cost 
centre management, budgeting, accounts receivable, accounts payable, purchase management, analytics and reports.
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Citrix Sharefile
Imagine a world where locating a document from years back to meet verification and compliance is made seamless. Making it easy to 
comply to FICA, NCA, RICA and other regulations that require the storage of volumes of data. Electronic document storage is linked to 
every process that generates documents, thus there is no need to print and store, storage is taken care of electronically, therefore it is 
a green technology. e-SEK takes you to that world through Sharefile that uses Content Management technology to do the heavy lifting 
and number crunching of high-volume, electronic transaction information. Under the hood is an intuitive technology that anticipates 
what a records manager needs to do and meets compliance requirements. It puts power in the hands of a records manager to create 
and maintain their corporate document retention schedule. With Sharefile solution you can store, search, retrieve, access information 
in any format.  It has built in security to control access rights and it is easy to install and run, and requires little user training.
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Desk-as-a-Service
Imagine the ability to take your corporate office with you wherever you go. All your approved documents, contracts, corporate 
communication, events and email available to you as if you are back at the office. e-SEK enables all that through myvirtualdesktop 
(https://portal.myvirtualdesktop.biz)  an enterprise-class portal, that allows each employee to view and access applications and 
information they require to do their work effectively, anywhere and at anytime. With all their work in view they are less likely to 
overlook or forget to take care of their entire work portfolio. The ease of access also contributes to a better working environment, 
increasing productivity.



Transnet Programme Management
www.transnet.net
2007-2009
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A Bridge to the Future
e-SEK worked with partners (VWV), to provide the bridge 
linking Transnet from its past to its envisaged future. From 
sheer magnitude, Transnet is the largest and most critical 
part of the freight logistics chain for delivering goods to South 
Africans. Daily,  Transnet moves thousands of tons of goods 
around South Africa, through its pipelines and ports. Transnet 
is wholly owned by the South African government and operates 
as a corporate with the aim of developing the South African 
industry, reducing the cost of doing business, by increasing 
efficiencies and becoming profitable it imposes no extra cost 
burden on tax payers.

e-SEK’s role in the national multi-division re-branding project 
at Transnet provided programme portfolio management 
support and leadership to contract a bridge between the old 
and the new Transnet. The branding project was part of the 
greater transformation to turn Transnet into a focused Freight 
and logistics company. About R78 Billion was spent renewing 
infrastructure, therefore the branding expressed the new image 
of the company with its new attitude towards its customers 
expressed in a new logo. e-SEK, working with other partners,  
delivered the project on schedule and within budget.

5 e - s e k 
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South African Maritime and Safety 
Authority Restructuring
www.samsa.org.za
2001-2005

Captain on the Bridge
e-SEK was brought in to captain the restructuring project 
at the South African Maritime Authority (SAMSA). SAMSA is 
accountable to the Minister of Transport, and it was established 
on 1 April 1998 as the South African Maritime Safety Authority, 
in accordance with Act 5 of 1998. Its governing Board is 
appointed by the Minister.
SAMSA’s objective is to champion South Africa’s maritime 
interests. The organisation is the custodian and steward of 
maritime policy.

SAMSA delivers four main outputs consistent with its mandate 
and responsibilities:

•	 Standards setting, for safety and environment protection 
governing maritime transport operations; 

•	 Compliance monitoring and enforcement of safety and 
environment protection standards; 

•	 Emergencies response capability, including marine 
pollution incidents and other maritime emergencies; and 

•	 Distress responsive capability to detect, locate and rescue 
people in maritime crisis situations. 

Based on the strategic goals of SAMSA e-SEK performed a 
situational analysis and described the situation of SAMSA 
as is, designed the future and highlighted the gaps between 
the current situation and the envisaged future, examined 
best practice by identifying benchmarking research areas for 
comparing SAMSA with other Maritime Agencies in the world. 
From this emerged the new organization and recommendations 
for implementation at SAMSA.
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CIPRO  Business 
Transformation
www.cipro.co.za 
2002-2004

A Pilot in the House
e-SEK took the pilot’s seat and charted the way forward for the 
establishment of Companies and Intellectual Property Office 
(CIPRO), which was launched on 4 March 2002, amalgamating 
the former South African Companies Registration Office 
(SACRO) and the South African Patents and Trade Marks Office 
(SAPTO), to form a new trading entity called CIPRO.  Merging 
two entities is never an easy assignment, e-SEK led a project 
team of more than 60 professionals to complete the project. 
The goal was to help establish CIPRO as a trading entity, in 
terms of the provisions of the Public Finance Management Act 
(PFMA). This was achieved and CIPRO was established as a 
self-sustaining business agency, to increase efficiency in the 

registration of companies, close corporations, cooperatives and 
intellectual property rights i.e. patents, trademarks, copyrights 
and designs, in line with CIPRO’s mandate. Related services 
included the disclosure of information on registered corporate 
entities and intellectual property rights, the protection of 
intellectual property and corporate entities’ rights and dispute 
resolution on cases arising out of infringements to these rights.

e-SEK provided strategic management support to the advisory 
board, office of the Chief Executive Officer,  Executive Committee 
and assisted with the establishment and alignment of the new 
functions within the new organisation. e-SEK’s role was critical 
to the successful establishment and launch of CIPRO in line 
with the legislation and as a self-sustainable entity.
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KZN Performance 
Monitoring
www.kzndae.gov.za
2010

A Finger on the Pulse
e-SEK assisted the KwaZulu Natal Department of Agriculture, 
Environmental Affairs and Rural Development put its finger 
on the pulse of its performance by developing a framework 
for performance monitoring. The Department executes a 
concurrent national and provincial legislative mandate in terms 
of Schedule 4 of the Constitution. To this end, the administrative 
mandate of the Department is obtained from both the 
National and Provincial Executive Authority. Furthermore, the 
Department is responsible for the implementation of national 
strategies applicable to its core business and it responds 
directly to policy enunciations and policy positions adopted at 
national level. 

Mandate Statement

•	 To ensure effective implementation of agriculture, land 
reform, environment, veterinary services and conservation 
policies, laws and programmes 

•	 To comply with all laws related to the abovementioned 
functions so as to ensure and promote food security, 
economic development, sustainable environment, control 
of animal diseases and protection of the public from 
zoonotic diseases 

•	 To ensure the growth of agricultural capability, adherence 
to international standards and representative of the South 
African society 

At the time the Department lacked a comprehensive 
information system to monitor and evaluate the output, 
outcome and impact of the its interventions. More significantly, 
there was no baseline information from which to monitor as 
well as to evaluate on a regular basis. Information available 
at the disposal of the Department was scattered in various 
Departmental Units or between various Stakeholders. The 
framework was developed within the legislative context and 
public sector monitoring guidelines. It entailed developing 
strategic mapping of policy directions and performance 
indicators measuring implementation and progress.
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FPB Strategy & Market Intelligence
www.fpb.gov.za
2010-2011

An Eye in the Sky
e-SEK provided an “eye in the sky” view of changes in the 
world of content generation and management. The Film and 
Publication Board (FPB) is a public entity, mandated to regulate 
the distribution of films, to inform the public about the content 
and age ratings of movies, games and publications and to 
protect children from sexual exploitation and exposure to 
harmful material in films, publications and games. 

In the busy crossroads of the world of converging technologies 
that deliver content, the Film and Publications Board’s (FPB) 
mandate becomes a dizzying mamoth task. The illegal 
distribution of unclassified films, publications and games is a 
major challenge in the country and for the FPB. Of particular 
concern to the FPB is the rise in the distribution of unclassified 
restricted games, publications and films on public platforms 
and in public areas, including street corners, taxi ranks, etc., 
where children could potentially be exposed to inappropriate 
and harmful content at these illegal distribution points. The 
proliferation of unclassified and illegal content distribution on 
the internet also poses compliance monitoring challenges. 

e-SEK developed a comprehensive Compliance Monitoring 
Strategy, the “eye in the sky” vision of the market segment to 

meet the business needs of the FPB and to ensure compliance 
with the Film and Publication Act, by distributors of film, games 
and publication throughout South Africa.

e-SEK pulled together all the findings and recommendations 
from various projects that were already completed, and 
constructed an integrated organisational structure and 
functions that supports the FPB strategy. Along with a 
comprehensive implementation plan, with sustainable financial 
models and a framework for improving the performance of all 
functions. Deliverables were:

•	 Stakeholder identification and needs analysis report 
•	 South African Film entertainment industry market research 
•	 Research on Online Child Protection 
•	 Research on Broadcasting legislation and regulation 
•	 Strategy mapping 
•	 Value chain analysis 
•	 Business process analysis 
•	 Research on law enforcement activities 
•	 Revenue model 
•	 Service delivery strategy 
•	 Programme prioritisation, selection and budgeting
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Nepad Strategy Restructuring
www.nepad.org
2005

A Doctor on Call
e-SEK was like a doctor on call, providing a health check on the 
New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) Secretariat 
and helped it back to good health. The project’s success had 
continental impact with consequences on the lives of close to a 
billion people on the African continent. The New Partnership for 
Africa’s Development (NEPAD) is a programme of the African 
Union (AU) adopted in Lusaka, Zambia in 2001. NEPAD is a 
radically new intervention, spearheaded by African leaders 

to pursue new priorities and approaches to the political and 
socio-economic transformation of Africa. NEPAD’s objective is 
to enhance Africa’s growth, development and participation in 
the global economy.

e-SEK carried out a situational analysis, highlighted gaps 
between actual and envisaged organisation, performed 
organizational design by aligning the business functions to 
fulfill NEPAD’s mandate, putting the organization on track.
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Khula Business Model 
consolidation/Editing
www.khula.org.za
2007

Speaking the Language of Leaders
e-SEK became the interpreter who made the KhulaDirect 
business case accessible in a languange familiar to Board of 
Directors of Khula Enterprise Finance Ltd, the Department of 
Trade and Industry, National Treasury and Cabinet. e-SEK’s 
contribution entailed proof reading, editing and packaging the 
report to communicate Khula’s intentions effectively.

Khula Enterprise Finance Ltd is dedicated to the development 
and sustainability of small businesses in South Africa. A leader 
in its field, it has a proud history of more than 13 years’ service 
of involvement in the rapidly growing and economically vital, 
small and medium enterprise (SME) sector.

The company is a wholesale finance institution which operates 
across the public and private sectors, through a network of 
channels to supply much-needed funding to small business. 
Khula’s channels include South Africa’s leading commercial 
banks, retail financial institutions, specialist funds and joint 
ventures. Its primary aim is to bridge the “funding gap” in the 
SME market not addressed by commercial financial institutions.

Established in 1996 and operating as an independent agency 
under the auspices of the Department of Trade and Industry, 
Khula is recognised for its reputation as a major force in the 
development of the SME sector - a status it has achieved 
through its ability to adapt to the ever-changing challenges 
presented by the SME sector.
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Contact Details
e-SEK Technology Solutions Trading as e-SEK

Type of Organisation: Management and Technology Consulting 
Physical Address: Ground Floor Palazzo Towers West, Montecasino, William Nicol Drive, Fourways, JHB, South Africa

Postal Address: P.O. Box 783520, Sandton, 2146
Telephone: 011 510 0141

Fax: 086 612 7833
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Web: www.esek.co.za


